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Before you start using Simple Video Management System…
Just a quick word from our sponsor…
If you were a MyNAMS Insiders Club member, you would have gotten access to the
Single Use License to this tool as part of your active membership.
But that’s only one of the MANY benefits of MyNAMS Insiders Club membership. Our
motto is Team | Tools | Training. We bring an active community together to learn
together, to implement what we learn and to move your business forward.
Our vision is Simple | Scalable | Sustainable.
Each week, we share what’s working in our business – and our members - to help you
achieve the same results.
And we focus on a 30-Day Challenge each month on one of 12 essential business
topics.
But that’s just a drop in the bucket of all the value in the Insiders Club.
And you’ll be happily stunned at the tiny investment to become a member. Seriously,
it’s about the cost of this single tool you just purchased. See how you can become a
MyNAMS Insiders Club member here by getting a 14-day trial for just $1.

Check out MyNAMS Insiders Club
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Why Simple Video Management System?
Simple Video Management System really lives up to its name.
It is very simple. Deceptively so.
In fact, you may look at the interface and say, “Really? This is the most powerful
video management system on the market?”

But its simplicity IS why it’s so powerful.

What’s our goal?
That’s simple too.
Frankly, in the beginning, nearly 3 years ago, I designed this plugin as an alternative
out of frustration with the bigger, more expensive systems that were pretty to look
at, but didn’t really work all that well in my opinion.
I wanted these simple things:
1. Work in every browser all the time
2. Make sure they were mobile responsive and worked in every mobile browser
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3. Have a centralized interface to manage the most common and least
expensive video hosting solutions, especially Amazon S3 and YouTube
4. Organize videos in a centralized location so we could search, change,
replace and delete videos without scrambling to each web page
5. Toggle player controls on and off
6. Set video to auto play with the flick of a switch
7. Enable “magic buy buttons” or any html a marketer would like to display
beneath the video at key times during the play back
8. Take the viewer to the “next page” with an automatic redirect at the end
of the video
That’s what we’ve built.
Now, we have another goal.
Help as many people as possible be as successful as possible with their video
marketing without the hassle or the techno-fear.

Assumptions:
1. This is a WordPress Plugin. We assume you know how
to install a plugin using the WordPress automatic
installation process.
2. Plugin functionality can sometimes be affected by
other plugins you have installed. If you’re having any
issues, make sure your WordPress installation and ALL
plugins are updated to the latest version. Remove and
reinstall the SVMS plugin.
3. You understand how to create videos and load them
to YouTube or Amazon S3. We have included a free
report here called YouTube Magic to help you with
creating a YouTube account and uploading your
videos. Click the image to download.
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Installation:
We wanted this to be as simple as possible as well. There are ALWAYS several steps to
installing a plugin, but if you follow these instructions, it should be very painless.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Buy the plugin
Get your login information in your email inbox
Login to your member site
Download the plugin
Upload the plugin in your WordPress site (you can add the code to HTML
pages, but you must generate it from a WordPress site.)
Activate the plugin
Access the Simple Video Management System
Get your license key
Install License Key

Purchase the Plugin
You can always purchase or upgrade your plugin on this page:
http://NAMSToolkit.com

Get your login Information
You’ll receive an email from NAMSToolkit.com containing your login information to
the membership site at: http://namstoolkit.com/member/
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Use that information to login.

Or access the Plugin from the Marketplace where you purchased it
(such as JVZoo)
This is an alternative method if, for some reason, you don’t receive the email from
NAMSToolkit.
You should also receive an email from the marketplace such as the one from below
with the login info to JVZoo.
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Go to your purchases where you’ll find the NAMSToolkit Plugin.

Click on Access Product and that will take you to the member account page.
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Login to your membership site
Your login information (from NAMSToolkit.com OR JVZoo backend) sends you to the
Welcome Member login page at:
NAMSToolkit.com/MyAccount/
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The JVZoo system should log you in automatically, but if not you will probably see a
screen like the one below:

After logging in, the page will refresh to display your access options. See the image
below:

Download the Plugin
Once you click access, you’ll be taken to the product access and download page.
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Download the plugin. Save it to your desktop or another folder. Be sure to note where
you’ve saved the plugin to find it when you’re ready to install.
You’ll access all your other bonuses or bundled products on this access page.
Note: Leave this page open because it also contains your license key. And you’ll need
that in just a minute after you install your plugin in WordPress.

Upload the SVMS into your WordPress installation
Log in to your wp-admin or your backend in WordPress.
Click on Plugins in the left sidebar.
Click on Add New
Then click on the Upload Plugin button shown below.

Activate the Plugin
Next you’ll see the activate plugin screen below.
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Click the Activate link and wait until the message confirms the plugin is activated as
shown in the image below.

Notice that you can also check for updates on the right by clicking that link too.

Access the Simple Video Management System
The Simple Video menu item displays in the left sidebar of your WordPress Admin
panel. Click that menu item to start using the management system as shown in the
image below.
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Notice the tabs across the top.

Get your license key
Go back to the My Accounts page on NAMSToolkit.com to get your license key. If you
didn’t leave the page open or did not copy the license key previously, you’ll have to
log in again at Namstoolkit.com/member

Copy your license key being careful not to copy any extraneous characters or spaces.

Install License Key
Click the Settings tab in the Simple Video Management System in WordPress.
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Paste the license key in the box and click any other tab to save it.
That’s it. You’ve installed your plugin and your license key successfully.
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How to Get the Most out of the SVMS software?
This is an incredibly powerful management system.
DO NOT THINK OF THIS AS A SIMPLE VIDEO PLAYER!
That’s the biggest mistake you can make. Treat it like a management system and
you’ll find that your video technology issues are a thing of the past.
This is what we’ll cover in this section:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Naming Conventions
Get familiar with the interface (the 5-minute tour)
Adding your first video from YouTube
Adding your first video from Amazon S3
Marketing turbo power
a. Add Magic Buy Buttons
b. Take the viewer to the next steps with redirects
Using the WSYWYG editor
Searching for videos
Managing videos
More help

Naming Conventions
When you start to organize anything, your naming convention is key. It must be clear
and precise. Otherwise, you end up with a tangled mess. While this is NOT essential
because of the search capability built into the SVMS tool, it does help quite a bit
when you know what you’re searching for.
For example, in my own system at MyNAMS.com today, I have 1847 videos. We name
those videos based on project.
We do a 30-Day Challenge each month on a different topic. So, we have 360 videos in
the system, all challenge related.
These would be our 30DC projects. We’ll name them like this:

Broad Project > Specific Topic > Project Step
So, the May video marketing challenge is named:
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30DC-VideoMarketing-Day01
30DC-VideoMarketing-Day02
30DC-VideoMarketing-Day03
….
30DC-VideoMarketing-Day29
30DC-VideoMarketing-Day30

Your Naming Convention is not locked in stone. If you want to go back to the system
and rename all your videos, you can certainly do that as an organizational effort that
doesn’t affect your video presentations at all.
In addition, you want to make sure that you add the video to a Group so you can filter
on that Group as your database gets much larger. More on that later.

Getting familiar with the SVMS interface (the 5-minute tour)
This software was designed to be incredibly intuitive and simple. But even so, it’s
always helpful to get a quick guided tour.
Follow along and we’ll walk through all of the screens.
When you open the software, you’ll notice 5 tabs across the top. They are:
Videos | Grid | Lightbox Grid | Settings | Help

First tab is Videos
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The following Key helps define the functions and tasks.
1. Videos - This is where we add, edit, delete, search and basically manage
nearly all aspects of the management system.
2. Search – done in three ways:
a. Title - all or part of words in the title will bring up the videos
b. Video URL – that’s the raw URL. For example, search on a YouTube url
and you’ll find it.
c. Shortcode ID – if you’ve got a shortcode on your page, but you want to
go back to find it, all you have to do is search on the code AFTER the “=”
3. Add New button – brings up the Add New Video screen up. More on this later.
4. Sort dropdown - videos in two ways:
a. Video Title – great when you have a relatively short list of videos
b. Date Created – especially good when you want to pull up the last video
series you were working on
5. Group Filter – Select the Group to display. Only videos in that Group will
display on your Videos screen.
6. Name / Title - click on the title of the video and open Edit Video page. Acts
the same as clicking on the pencil (number 8)
7. Shortcode - click in the shortcode text box, highlight the code and copy to any
page or post to display the video.
8. Video type indicators – 6 columns indicate the type of videos you have in the
system.
a. MP4 – this is any video from any source with an MP4 file extension
b. YT – any YouTube video
c. WebM – this is a video file format primarily intended to offer a royaltyfree alternative to use in the HTML5 video tag sponsored by Google
d. OGG - creators of the Ogg format state that it is unrestricted by
software patents and is designed to provide for efficient streaming and
manipulation of high quality digital multimedia
e. MOV – is a QuickTime extention developed by Apple.
f. Vimeo – add any video from Vimeo.com
9. LB – indicates Lightbox grid enabled videos
10. Pencil icon – opens the Edit Video screen
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Add / Edit Screen

-
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1. Add / Edit Page Title - The title at the top of the screen changes based on
whether you are opening an existing video or adding a new one, but the page is
the same in both cases. This where the heart of the system is.
2. Name / Title – see the naming convention discussion above. This is free form
text. You can add anything here. You can also edit this without affecting
anything else in the system.
3. Categories –another option for sorting your videos.
4. Video Source – Most frequently used options include MP4 and YouTube.
a. WebM, OGG URL – rarely used services provide WebM or OGG file
extension. This is where you put the entire URL including the http://
b. You will probably want to add a custom splash page for this type
because it will show up on your site as a black box without a splash
page.
c. MOV, Vimeo are also alternatives to MP4 and YouTube.
5. Video URL – Add the hosting URL for your video here.
a. MP4 URL – whether you’re using Amazon S3, your own hosted server
(don’t recommend this), or other services that provide MP4 hosting with
a URL that ends in MP4, this is where you put the entire URL including
the http://
b. You will probably want to add a custom splash page for this type
because it will show up on your site as a black box without a splash
page.
c. YouTube URL – Add the YouTube shortened URL here. DO NOT ADD A
YOUTUBE URL STRUCTURED LIKE THIS:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMZNWDwWCRM but instead, be
sure to use the same file structured like this:
https://youtu.be/cMZNWDwWCRM - Get that code by clicking on “share”
under the YouTube video on the YouTube site.
d. You do NOT need a splash page with YouTube videos unless you want a
custom splash to display. The default YouTube thumbnail will display as
a splash page.
6. Splash Page – add the URL to the splash page that you use with the video. The
splash page image should be the same size as the video.
7. Add Media File – add an image file from your computer or your media library.
8. End Image URL – Leave your viewers with an image that is different from the
last frame of the video.
9. Add Media File – add an image file from your computer or your media library.
10. Group – Add a group for additional filtering options to narrow the videos you’ll
display.
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11. Action Buttons – Save, Save & Add Another, Delete, Copy Video and Cancel. All
do exactly what they say.

Player Appearance
12. Video Skin – choose from 3 skins – default, iMac and iPad
13. Video Size Type – populated with the standard 16:9 or 4:3 or add custom
14. Dimensions – add the width and height of the video. If you enter one
dimension, the other dimension will autofill.
15. Dimensions – add the width and height of the video. If you enter one
dimension, the other dimension will autofill.
16. Align – choose the alignment
17. Video Download Button – provide a download button on the page. Works with
MP4 files only.
18. Download Button Text Color – choose the color for your button text.
19. Download Button Color – choose the color for your download button.
20. Player Background – choose the background color for your video.

Player Settings
21. Autoplay – add the check mark in the box to toggle on Autoplay.
22. Hide Controls – add the check mark in the box to hide the controls on the
video.
23. Loop Video - add the check mark in the box to loop the video.
24. Page Scroll Options – choose if the video will continue to play when the viewer
scrolls down the page.
25. Custom Video Play – no need to show an entire video. Choose to show only a
clip from your video.
26. Custom Video Play – Choose your own start and stop points.
27. Show Captions – add your caption under your video for the entire duration
28. Create Captions – use the WYSIWYG editor to create your caption.
29. Media Buttons – Add media quickly using one of these buttons.

HTML Show Settings
30. Show HTML at – choose the time in seconds to display HTML and “Magic Buy
Buttons” below the video. For example, 3 minutes = 180 seconds.
31. Position – HTML can be added above or below the video.
32. HTML to Show – copy and paste the HTML in the text box that you’d like to
show below the video. It can be as little as a few words, or as much as an
entire sales page. We use the Pixabay plugin for additional image options.
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33. Redirect URL – to take the viewer where you want them to go after the video
finishes, add a link here.

Advanced Settings
34. Opt in Gate – Customize your opt in.
35. Opt in Start From - Add a start time and media or your SCC campaign.
36. Opt in HTML - use the WYSIWYG editor to create your opt in gate.
37. Tagging Enable – Use this feature to integrate your CRM tags.
38. Select CRM – Select your CRM from the dropdown menu.
39. Opt in Form Start From – Enter the time in seconds when you want your Opt in
to appear.
40. Lightbox/Gallery Enabled – toggle lightbox availability on and off
41. Lightbox/Gallery Thumbnail – add an image or splash page.
42. SAS While You Wait Video – enable a video to be used for While You Wait in
Simple AutoWebinar System.
43. WordPress Shortcode – copy the shortcode to embed in any WordPress page or
post to display the video.
44. WordPress Lightbox Shortcode – this shortcode only displays when the video is
lightbox enabled. It give the user the option to include a single Lightbox video
on a page or in groups of individual Lightbox videos INSTEAD of the Lightbox
Grid.
45. Raw Code without SSL Certificate - to display this video on an HTML website
without WordPress, copy the raw code in the box and drop it between the
<body> </body> tags on your web page.
46. Iframe Code without SSL Certificate – another option to display the video on
an HTML website without WordPress, copy the raw code in the box to your web
page. This is sometimes required by 3rd party sites such as Clickfunnels.
47. Pages / Posts – this updates dynamically showing the active pages and posts
that are using the specific video on the page. It is not editable.
If you are using an SSL certificate, you will notice the http: has changed to https:
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Video Grid
This is an advanced feature and very powerful. With this tab, you can create a grid
that contains multiple embedded videos. The videos play in the grid, but do NOT
appear in a lightbox. The videos display only at the size limited by the size of the
grid.
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1. Video Grid - If you want to create a wall of videos in a column format, use this
section to create a grid.
2. Enter Grid Title – Give your grid a name. This is purely for your own reference.
3. Your Shortcode – the shortcode changes dynamically as you add videos to the
grid
4. # of Columns – input the number of columns to display
5. Gutter Width – this is the space between the videos
6. Available Videos – all the videos being managed in the SVMS will show up here. As
your list gets longer, the column on the right becomes a scrolling box.
7. Videos in Shortcode – slide the videos from the Available Videos column to the
Videos in Shortcode column to display in the grid. You can rearrange as you wish
by grabbing and moving up and down.
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Lightbox Grid
This is an advanced feature and very powerful. With this tab, you can create a grid
that contains multiple embedded LIGHTBOX videos.
When the video image is clicked, a Lightbox appears with a larger video. This is great
for creating a course or tutorial grid.

1. Lightbox Grid - If you want to create a wall of videos in a lightbox format, use
this section to create a grid.
2. Enter Grid Title – Give your grid a name. This is purely for your own reference.
3. Your Shortcode – the shortcode changes dynamically as you add videos to the
grid
4. # of Columns – input the number of columns to display
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5. Gutter Width – this is the space between the videos
6. Available Videos – all the videos being managed in the SVMS that have been
enabled for Lightbox will show up here. As your list gets longer, the column on
the right becomes a scrolling box.
7. Videos in Shortcode – slide the videos from the Available Videos column to the
Videos in Shortcode column to display in the grid. You can rearrange as you wish
by grabbing and moving up and down.

Settings
This is the admin area of the plugin.
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1. Settings Tab – all the simple controls are on this page.
2. License Key – get your license key on the My Account page.
a. Input the license key and save.
3. Versions – you’ll always see the newest version available and the one you have
installed. To update the latest version, click the “check for updates” link in the
plugins page.
4. License Valid – to use the plugin, you must have a valid license.
5. Google Analytics – Track Events. If you have a Google tracking plugin like Yoast
or iThemes Security, you can automatically track you video and traffic stats.
6. CRM Integration – Choose your CRM from the list.
7. CRM Settings – Enter the requested API information for your CRM.
8. Export/Import SVMS Videos – Use this function to export or import all videos in
your WordPress site.
9. Export Video Settings – creates a text file.
10. Import Video Settings – choose this to import the text file.
11. Change log – this is where you’ll see the latest changes to the plugin.
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Help

1. The Help page has been structured to get you up and running quickly.
2. Quick Start provides basic advice on using SVMS.
3. Follow the link to the Support Team if you have further questions or would like
to submit a help ticket.

Adding a new video from the WSYWYG Editor
Open a new post or page in WordPress.
1. On the WSYWYG editor click on the Add Video button.
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After clicking the button, a new Video search window opens over the editor.

1. Search – to add a video that has already been created, type in the title and
click the Search button. Choose the video from the results in the text box
below the search.
2. Add a Video – Just as with the Add a Video screen in the SVMS tool, add the
necessary elements in this popup and click Submit and Insert. The video
shortcode will be automatically added to the post.
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